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Progress is Not Guaranteed; It’s Been Work 
(insight, energy, innovation, intention)
• Life expectancy
• Malthus and Hunger
• Child Mortality & Maternal Health
• Global Health
• Inequality
• Crime and War

CHALLENGE OF PROGRESS







CHALLENGE OF PROGRESS

• “Whether or not the world is really 
getting worse, the nature of news will 
interact with the nature of cognition to 
make us think it is.” 

• “Availability heuristic: people estimate 
the probability of an event or the 
frequency of a kind of thing by the ease 
with which instances come to mind.” 



“Nothing is more responsible for 
the good old days than a 

bad memory.”
- Franklin Pierce Adams
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Advancing Conversations
The Many Faces of Student Success

Digital Transformation and Cultures of Care

Extra-Academic Innovation



THE MANY FACES OF SUCCESS

http://www.gatesfoundation.org/What-We-Do/US-Program/Postsecondary-Success


THE MANY FACES OF SUCCESS

• Access & Enrollment

• Deeper Learning

• Broader Success/Completion

Indicators

✓ STEM, completion, on-time completion, 

transfer, diversity and equity gaps, post-

graduation outcomes, workforce impact

• Making the most of their student 

experience



https://www.civitaslearningspace.com/CatalyticConversations/jeff-selingo-podcast-leaning-in-and-leading-in-to-higher-education/
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http://sites.uco.edu/central/tl/stlr/
https://nearpeer.net/


Face to Face
Infrastructure

*Classrooms
*Lecture Halls
*Training Labs

*Locations
*Simulators

*Office Hours
*Library

*Open Space

Online
Infrastructure
*Website
*Learning Mgt 
Systems 
*Content
Repositories
*MOOCs
*Social Networks
*Mobile Apps

Activities
Lecture, Dialogic, Small Groups, Contextual Learning, Simulations, 

Learning Communities, i-BEST, Project-Based Learning, Self-
Directed Learning, Blended Learning, Accelerated Learning,

Competency-Based Learning

DIG TRANSFORMATION & CULTURES OF CARE

http://chronicle.com/article/Online-vs-Traditional/125115/
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75% 
believe using personal devices in the classroom 

has improved their ability to learn 

58%
use their phones to take pictures of lecture slides

39% 
use mobile devices to access a digital textbook



DIG TRANSFORMATION & CULTURES OF CARE

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/10/still-a-virtual-reality-skeptic-heres-why-you-shouldnt-be/
Augmented Reality Demo.mp4


DIG TRANSFORMATION & CULTURES OF CARE



DIG TRANSFORMATION & CULTURES OF CARE

http://www.scup.org/page/resources/ttw?utm_campaign=trends-2015-october-&utm_source=scup-org-slideshow-banner-Trends2015
http://www.universitybusiness.com/article/death-%E2%80%9Conline%E2%80%9D-learning-higher-ed?&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social-media&utm_campaign=addtoany
http://www.cbenetwork.org/


DIG TRANSFORMATION & CULTURES OF CARE

http://oli.stanford.edu/
http://linkresearchlab.org/




RESEARCH
ACCOUNTABILITY

CARE



RESEARCH

Business 
Intelligence

Operational
Intelligence









http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_eye/2013/10/18/creative_confidence_a_new_book_from_ideo_s_tom_and_david_kelley.html
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36% 
Of analyzed initiatives 
have no measurable 

impact

4% 
Of analyzed initiatives 

have a statistically 
significant negative

impact

60%
Of analyzed initiatives 

have a statistically 
significant positive 

impact

An aggregate analysis 

of over 1000

initiatives run by 55 

unique institutions of 

varying size and sector 

has shown the 
following to date: 

2.91%
Average lift for programs 
with statistically significant 
positive impact

IMPACT
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AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES, THE STORY IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT ...

70% 
of initiatives 
show a statistically 

significant positive 

impact…

30% 
of initiatives 
show little to no statistically 

significant impact…

…but 9%
of the students participating
in these “successful” initiatives 
WERE NOT positively impacted.

…of these
almost no participating 
students saw any positive impact. 
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1. Student Success 
Seminars/Classes

2. Advising
3. Activities/Events
4. Tutoring: Math
5. Financial Aid

*Nudging

COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
TOP 5

5.00%
average lift 

Seminars
1

Student success or first year seminars 
consistently demonstrate the highest 
overall average lift in persistence for 
community colleges, with 100% of 
analyses showing a statistically 
significant positive impact.

4.50%
average lift 

Advising
2

Advising services demonstrate the 
second highest overall average lift in 
persistence,  but is more challenging to 
do well, with 77% of analyses showing a 
statistically significant result.

4.00%
average lift 

Activities
3

Student engagement in co-curricular clubs and 
events demonstrates the third highest overall lift 
in persistence and is done well consistently.  
100% of event-related analyses showed a 
statistically significant positive impact.



20% increase 

in retention

53% more degrees 

& credentials awarded

35% more graduates





https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/predictive-analytics-in-higher-education/


EXTRA-ACADEMIC INNOVATION
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¼ of students
state that it will be difficult 

or very difficult to finish
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The Big List
Top challenges faced by students in their higher ed experience:

Choosing my major

Choosing which classes I need to take 

Finding a course schedule that works for me 
each term

Balancing classes and work 

Affording tuition, fees and textbooks

Affording non-academic expenses like rent, 
transportation, 
and groceries

Navigating financial aid 

Navigating my academic pathway to 
graduation 
(e.g. term-over-term planning)

Registering for classes 

Completing all the administrative 
requirements 
(paperwork, meeting deadlines, etc.)

Meeting academic deadlines

Balancing social activities and classwork 

Making time to study 

Knowing where to go when I need help with 
my studies 

Adjusting to college life 
(on my own, new friends, etc.)

Balancing college classes and work at the 
same time 

Balancing college classes and family 
commitments 



CIVITAS LEARNING, INC. – CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

98% of institutions in 
this study are losing more 
students above 2.0 GPA 
than below it. 

This benchmark is based on a data set 
of 4 million students from 62 institutions. 

COMMUNITY INSIGHT 2

GAINING DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF HIGH GPA DEPARTURES



CAMPAIGN: HIGH GPA, LOW-MODERATE 
PERSISTENCE

Outreach Goal
• Come to advising, persistence

Students Targeted
• Undergraduate, GPA 3.0-4.0 w/ 

low persistence likelihood 

Outreach Owner

• Illume Working Group pulls 
student list, creates case for 
advisors

Strategy
• Sent before spring midterms

Sample Email: We’re Proud of You!

Hi <student first name>,

I wanted to send you a note to see how your 
semester is going. College can be challenging 
this time of year and even the most successful 
students can struggle. Common challenges for 
students include job commitments, family 
responsibilities, financial pressures, 
transportation issues, or a combination of these 
and other issues. Do any of these sound familiar 
to you?

If you are experiencing any of these issues, or 
other things, I am here to help!

I am proud of your progress and excited to 
support your continued success. 

Sincerely,

<Advisor Name>
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https://www.oercommons.org/


https://hope4college.com/
https://www.civitaslearningspace.com/CatalyticConversations/listening-to-students-voices4change/
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/catalytic-conversations/id1403557279

